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BSSF Spring Exhibit at the San Francisco Flower and Garden Show, March 2016                                       Photo by E. Schrader

Bay Area Events at-a-Glance 1...

April. 2 – 3, 2016, Santa Cruz, CA
Santa Cruz Bonsai Kai: 28th Annual Show at the Museum of
Art & History

April 10 – Bonsai Basics I

April 14 – Member Meeting: Keeping Bonsai in Small Urban
Spaces

April 16 - 17 – Cherry Blossom Festival Bonsai Show, Japan
Town, San Francisco

April 30 - BSSF Art of Bonsai, Japanese Tea Garden , San
Francisco Golden Gate Park 

April 30 - May 1 – Palo Alto, CA
Kusamura Bonsai Club 56th Anniversary Show, Lucie Stern
Community Center

1 See inside for details
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Small Bonsai Spaces
From the President, Eric Schrader  

For many people, growing bonsai means having

trees on benches in their yard. But for those of us

who either don’t have a yard, or even don’t have

outdoor space, there is the challenge of growing

plants in small spaces, indoors and out.

With bonsai in any environment, our aim is to

provide the plant with conditions that will allow it to

grow and flourish, then to harness that growth as

an opportunity to improve the plant. How have you

set up your yard? What steps have you taken to

equip a window sill as growing space? Prepare

stories and bring some photos to describe your

own trials tribulations and triumphs in urban

growing.
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Small trees are particularly suitable to the urban

environment.  This tree is sitting in a greenhouse in Japan, but

it would look great on a ledge outside your window.

Leading up to the spring show I had the opportunity

to visit our own Ivan Hernandez’s place and see his

entire collection of tiny trees. Ivan’s largest tree is

only about 8" across, while the majority are 1"-2" in

size. His collection occupies a small shelf in a

courtyard outside his apartment. The conditions are

generally shady, with only a couple hours worth of

sun due to a large tree overhanging the area and

buildings surrounding. The tree unfortunately drops

seed pods so Ivan has constructed a small cover

for the benches to prevent the pods from smashing

the trees

Cherry blossoms on one of Ivan’s tiny trees.   All
his trees are grown in just a few square feet of space.

In thinking about my own efforts with indoor

growing and small space growing I return to the

cuttings of Ficus nerifolia that I’ve been nurturing.

They very much do not like the cold winter weather

that we get in January and February. My office

window is south-facing and during the winter

the low angle of the sun means that it’s a full sun

location. In summer the sun reflects in but doesn’t

hit my desk directly. I grow the Ficus on my desk

during the winter and then place them in the full

sun on my deck in summer. The leaves at the

beginning of March or April will sometimes yellow

and fall off in reaction to the change in location, but

a new set of leaves soon follows.

A plum root that sprouted. The container is only 1"
across, just the right size for my kitchen windowsill.

While recently cleaning out my garage I picked up a
box of used bonsai soil and noticed a small sprout
coming up. On further inspection I found that the
sprout was from a root of a plum tree that I had cut
off during a recent repotting. I sold the larger tree at
the spring show, but this root had decided it was
going to grow. I put the cutting in a small bonsai
container and now have it sitting on a windowsill,
destined to become a mame with a ½" trunk. For
the summer this will be less-than-ideal conditions,
but with construction crews taking over my yard
entirely I don’t have a good alternative. The
experiment may serve to enhance my knowledge of
indoor growing. So far I’ve picked off some aphids
that found the tree and kept a careful eye on the
watering.

I hope to see you at the April meeting, and hear
your stories about your urban bonsai adventures.

Bonsai Pot Guru Visits BSSF
Catherine Wolf

You may know him as Ryan Bell or Michael Ryan
Bell or MRB.  No matter the name, Ryan has
developed an international reputation for the deep
knowledge he has acquired concerning bonsai
pots; specifically Japanese and Chinese antique
and contemporary pots.

BSSF has arranged to have Ryan visit the Bay
Area.  He will join us May 12 for our May monthly
member meeting and we invite him back again May
14 for pot identification and appraisal.  During his
week in the area, he will visit East Bay Bonsai
Society and Bay Area Bonsai Associates clubs.

During our member meeting on May 12, Ryan will
orient us to the history, classification, appreciation,
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and discernment of Japanese and Chinese bonsai
pottery, as well as identify the artists and regions
where the pottery originated.

Q & A and an opportunity for club members to have
Ryan identify and appraise a pot, or discuss
container choices on specific trees they bring along
follow the lecture.  At the close of the lecture a
bonsai container of good Tokoname grade or
higher will be raffled or auctioned at your club's
discretion. Ryan will provide the bonsai container.

Then on May 14 from 2pm to 5pm in the Garden
Club Room, Ryan will be available to identify and
appraise pots that members bring in.  Members will
need to pay $1 for each pot they bring.

Ryan began collecting bonsai containers in late
2009, the same year he began pursuing bonsai
seriously, and now has an extensive collection. 
After coming across a container without any
information, he decided to research bonsai
containers and has since made it a specialty and
passion.  Since founding his website and beginning
to lecture, he has traveled extensively to clubs and
conventions in an effort to improve appreciation of
ceramics in bonsai art.  Ryan's goal is to encourage
appreciation of the art of bonsai pottery through
accurate information, images, and history.  His
website is extensive with numerous articles about
Japanese potters and bonsai container history, and
includes the most extensive Chop, Signature, and
Seal database in print, in any language.  There is
lots of great information and photos there. For
more, visit Ryan's site at
//JapaneseBonsaiPots.net/ .   

If you would like to reserve Ryan's time for a private
appraisal of your collection, you can contact him at
Gastrognome@aol.com.  It is Ryan's preference to
be hosted by local bonsai enthusiast when he is
traveling.  It also helps to keep travel costs low.  If
you would be interested in hosting Ryan for some
or all of his visit, please email catherine.wolf(at
sign)wolfwerk.com or phone 415-299-7061.

Accent Plant Workshop with 
Kora Dalager

We are pleased to have Kora Dalager return to
conduct a workshop on Sunday May 15 on her
specialty, the creation and display of companion
plants for our bonsai. This is a hands-on workshop

where we will refine and create interesting accent
plant combinations.  You are welcome to bring
existing plants and pots you want to work with. 
Kora brings plants, pots and soil to workshops for
participants to purchase, so don't hesitate to
sign-up even if you have no accent plants in your
collection at this time.  Required tools are scissors
and chopsticks. This workshop will be held from
10am – 4:30pm in the Recreation Room.  Workshop
fee is $40 and will be limited to 15 participants. 
Please sign-up by sending an email to
catherine.wolf@wolfwerk.com or call/text her at
415-299-7061.  

Kora has been pursuing the bonsai obsession for
almost 30 years. Her frequent trips to Japan as tour
leader of Bonsai Travel has given her insight into
bonsai cultivation with a special emphasis on
display. She has been able to view many bonsai
shows in Japan and in Europe, Kokufu-ten and
Taikan-ten in particular on an annual basis for the
last 15 years. She has participated in seminars on
display given by Mr. Kunio Kobayash, Mr. Seiji
Morimae and Mr. Mitsuya. Creation, care and
display of companion plants have become her
special interest. She has given workshops and
demonstrations on that subject and has been one of
the headliners at the Florida bonsai convention.

Make Over A Year
Catherine Wolf

                     Before                 After

Look at these two photos!!!   I love pictures of
bonsai taken at different stages of development,

don't you?  I'm also a sucker for the television
shows and magazine articles that show Plain Jane
before and after a fresh new haircut, makeup and
wardrobe change.  But, this tree didn't get an
instant makeover.  Instead, it is the beneficiary of
small frequent investments of time with experts
through our Bonsai Master series.  This approach
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builds more gradually to an unexpected and
dramatic change.  Progress doesn't have to take
that much time.  There are only thirteen months
between these before and after photos.  What was
critical was bringing this tree to experts three times
during this thirteen-month period.

Matt Reel has been the leading influence over the
tree's design; he and I have spent two full days
working on it.  During the first wiring in May 2015,
Matt changed the direction of the primary branches
which were already so thick and stiff that it required
raffia and #6 copper wire. I felt guilty for a year that
I hadn't finished wiring all of the secondary and
finer branches, but at least the big branches were
set.  I did significant pruning at the end of the 2015
growing season, but you couldn't tell two weeks
later because it grows very vigorously.  Eric
Schrader changed the angle of the trunk and the
front of the tree last February when we repotted it. 
I picked out the new pot.

My second workshop last month with Matt and this
tree was a revelation.  Matt called this the second
wiring, and in that instant I realized that he meant
something specific.  It wasn't ANY second wiring, it
was THE second wiring.  And the way Matt said it, I
realized we were right on course following a plan
that I hadn't even known existed.  The fact that I
had not wired all of the secondary and finer
branches the year before wasn't the huge failing I
assumed, because that was just the first wiring. 
But last month we wired practically everything
because this was the second wiring
.
Matt set all of the secondary and finer branches. 
He never paused to consider a move; he just
moved, constantly, pulling branches like strings on
a familiar puppet.  The lowest branches took up
their role establishing strength and direction of flow. 
The lowest apparent branch extends and wraps
around the deadwood, establishing (to my eye) the
second lowest branch as the key branch; how
unusual. The crown he curved low like an ancient
and worn hilltop.  The lowest layer of branching he
spread very wide to create a large circumference of
foliage at the base.  It will take you an hour to walk
around it.  It is an odd shape, but this is an atypical
choice of species for bonsai.  It will never have the
compact pads of a kishu.  This was the last chance
for this tree and its crazy foliage.  If Matt couldn't
create some proportion to make it beautiful last
month I'd decided to graft new branches.  But it is

beautiful now, isn't it.  It is the fat Buddha of China
rather than the slender Buddha of India, but it still
looks delicate.  It also still has many years to go to
be a really good tree, but Matt has secured a future
for its natural foliage.

Matt isn't one to dissect process or put on an
entertaining show.  He is a teacher for those that
can be observant of his actions and perceive the
deeper meaning of his few words.  Matt follows all
of the rules and traditions of bonsai and yet arrives
at shapes you haven't seen before.  You can
surrender to his complete discretion or collaborate
with him side by side.  He may gently scold you for
bad wiring but won't make you take it off.  BSSF is
trying to bring Matt to San Francisco three times a
year.  To make it worth the trip, we hold two days of
workshops while he is here.  If you feel settled
about your preferred Bonsai Master, I encourage
you to give Matt a try.  He makes lovely and
interesting trees, and is deeply appreciated by
some of our most opinionated bonsai enthusiasts. 
If you are newer to bonsai and still looking for your
preferred guide, consider Matt. Take a couple of
workshops with him and see if you don't arrive at
deep revelations about bonsai practice while also
developing tremendous trees.

Juniper Practicum Reminder  

It’s April now, and the Juniper Practicum kickoff is
already three months behind us.  With the trees
repotted into fresh soil they should be growing well
already.  It’s time to fertilize!   If you haven’t started
yet, make sure to get on it. You can use a
combination of fertilizers to drive strong growth so
you have more foliage to work with in the fall.

Spray - spray for scale - the life cycle of the insect
means that this is the perfect time to spray to
interrupt the babies that are crawling around looking
for a perfect spot.  Spray a few times, once per
week, for the next three weeks to make sure you
get all the hatchlings.  You can use a soap spray, or
oil spray.  Once sprayed, you can wait a couple
minutes and then wash them off with a hose if you
want.   Since they smother the insect, it doesn’t
take long to work!

Plan to bring your Practicum trees to the July soil
workshop - we can compare notes and spend some
time thinking about how to help each other.
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Spring Exhibit at the San Francisco 
Flower and Garden Show

Eric Schrader

The 2016 BSSF show at the SFFGS is done!  By

the numbers, this was a great show for our club. If

you read my article from February about why

shows are so important you will already understand

some of my excitement.

Here is the show by the numbers: :

   !Members exhibiting - 18 (up from 12 in 2015)

   !Members docenting at least one shift - 31

   !Trees in the exhibit - 61 (up from 49 in 2015)

   !Trees sold - 67

   !Funds raised that will be used toward future

programs - $966 

Not only did we have an increase in participation,

we got good media coverage from Jonas Dupuich

who writes the Bonsaitonight.com blog. Thanks to

everyone for bringing trees, docenting, selling and

making the show a whole lot of fun!  

Missed attending?  Visit Eric Schrader’s gallery of

show pictures at 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/28643050@N06/albu

ms/72157665906351560.

BSSF Meetings and Workshops

To secure a spot in any workshop or class, please
sign up with Eric Schrader (contact [at sign]
bssf.org) or Catherine Wolf (catherine.wolf [at sign]
wolfwerk.com or call/text her at (415)299-7061). 

April 10, 2016 – Bonsai Basics I
This class is full.  The next Basics I Class is
scheduled for September 17, 2016.
   

April 14, 2016 – Member Meeting: Keeping

Bonsai in Small Urban Spaces (Last names G - H

bring refreshments)

The April meeting is a program for us and by us. 

We urban dwellers, intent on practicing the

centuries old discipline of growing bonsai, have to

overcome challenges the rural or suburban

practitioner does not.  Send pictures of your

creative solutions to keeping bonsai in the city to

catherine.wolf@wolfwerk.com.  Prints of your

photos will be available at the meeting for show and

tell.  7:15pm to 9:30pm in the Recreation Room at

the SF County Fair Building in Golden Gate Park. 

Open to members or those thinking of joining. 

April 16 & 17, 2016 – Cherry Blossom Festival

Bonsai Show, Japan Town, San Francisco

BSSF joins four other Bay Area Bonsai Clubs —

Marin Bonsai Club, Yamato Bonsai Kai, California

Suiseki Society and the Bonsai Garden at Lake

Merritt—to create this special display.  We set-up

inside the ground floor of the Japanese Cultural

Community Center (JCCCNC) at 1840 Sutter St. 

Members interested in displaying a tree can talk to

Andrea Burhoe at our April member meeting, or

email Eric or Catherine. 

April 21, 2016 - Third Thursday Members Free

Workshop

Members or people who want to join can bring trees

to the San Francisco County Fair Building to work

on with other members.  It is always an opportunity

to learn something new for your trees. 7pm to 10pm

in the Garden Club Room.
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April 30, 2016 - BSSF at the Japanese Tea

Garden,  San Francisco.  BSSF, in partnership

with the Japanese Tea Garden will present an

educational program

that focuses on the key

techniques used in the

art of bonsai. BSSF will

demonstrate tree wiring

and styling, and explain

the importance of the

correct tools and pots

used to make bonsai.

BSSF will also create a traditional formal display

used for bonsai shows and exhibitions.

Demonstrations are at 11:00 am and 2:30 pm at the

Japanese Tea Garden, at 75 Hagiwara Tea Garden

Drive, in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park.

Admission: Adult -$6.00 (Residents), $8.00

(Non-Residents); Senior (65+) and Youth (12-17) -

$3.00 (Residents), $6.00 (Non-Residents); Child

(5-11) -: $2.00 (Residents), $2.00 (Non-Residents);

Child (4 and under) - free.  For more information

contact Brian Schindler at Bschindler[at

sign]sbcglobal.net.

May 12, 2016 – BSSF Member Meeting: 

Michael Ryan Bell talks about pot identification

and appraising  (Last names I - L bring

refreshments)

Ryan will orient us to the history, classification,

appreciation, and discernment of Japanese and

Chinese bonsai pottery, as well as identify the

artists and regions where the pottery originated. 

Ryan possesses considerable knowledge of these

pots and we are very lucky to have him visit the

club.  He is based on the East Coast, so this is an

opportunity that will not often repeat itself.  7:15pm

to 9:30pm in the Recreation Room at the SF

County Fair Building in Golden Gate Park.  Open to

members or those thinking of joining.

May 14, 2016 NEW – "Antique Pot Road Show" –

bring your pots to Michael Ryan Bell for ID and

appraisal.  

More time with Ryan has been reserved to give

members a chance to bring in pots for identification

and appraisal. Members will need to pay $1 for

each pot they bring.  2pm to 5pm in the Garden

Club Room.

May 15, 2016 – Accent Plant / Kusamono

Workshop with Kora Dalager

Hands-on workshop to create and refine interesting

accent plant combinations.  Bring your own plants

and pots to work on or create new ones from the

plants, pots and soil that Kora brings for participants

to purchase.  Limited to 15 participants.  10am –

4:30pm in the Recreation Room.

Other programs planned for 2016

May 22, 2016 – Master Series Workshop with

Peter Tea

Jun 5, 2016 – Field Trip to Sei Boku Bonsai Kai's

33rd annual show in San Mateo. Tentative, depends

upon member interest

Jun 9, 2016 – BSSF Member Meeting:  Tropical

Species with Boon Manakativipart (Last names M -

N bring refreshments)

Jun 18 & 19, 2016 - Master Series Workshop with

Matt Reel

Jul 16, 2016 – Annual Soil Workshop and Pot

Luck

Aug 11, 2016 - BSSF Member Meeting:  Green

Wood Carving with our own Oscar Patzan (Last

names O – R please bring refreshments)

Sep 8, 2016 - BSSF Member Meeting: Auction and

Fundraiser (Last names starting with S please bring

refreshments)

Sep 17, 2016 - Bonsai Basics I Class
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BSSF Announcements

 GSBF Grants and Scholarships –  The Golden

State Bonsai Federation provides some financial

help to GSBF affiliated clubs for their members to

help young people learn about and enjoy bonsai. 

GSBF also offers some financial assistance to

anyone who is interested in teaching beginning

bonsai students.  For more information, contact

Charlie Mosse, Program Chair, smosse@cox.net 

or 619-851-7187.

Member Meeting Refreshments –  Members

whose last name begins with G or H are asked to

bring refreshments to our April meeting. Catherine

Wolf will continue to bring dry goods (plates,

napkins, etc.) and hot beverages (tea, coffee).

Docenting at the Bonsai Garden at Lake Merritt

– Spring is a lovely time to visit the Bonsai Garden

at Lake Merritt in Oakland.  John Dale invites

volunteers to join him at the Garden on April 16 or

any other third Saturday at 1 pm.  It’s a fun and an

educational opportunity for all bonsai hobbyists. 

No matter your skill level, you can help care for

these wonderful trees and educate the public about

the art of bonsai. You can sign up with John at a

meeting. To volunteer at other times, contact John

McKisich, BGLM Docent Coordinator, at

mityglo@aol.com, 650-477-8540.

BSSF Club Membership  Membership fees are

$30 for individuals, $50 for families and $20 for

seniors.  A  membership/ renewal form can be

found at bssf.org, click Join Us, then click Join

Now.  

Bonsai Sales at Monthly Meetings   Please

remember that any time during the year you wish to

sell bonsai trees, the BSSF welcomes you to bring

the trees to our monthly meetings or workshops. 

The club receives 20% of the purchase price.

BSSF Bonsai Library   The BSSF has on hand a

large assortment of books, magazines, and other

literature about our favorite hobby.  To access the

library, arrive early at either the monthly meeting or

the monthly workshop and speak to Bernard

Marque.  Checking out materials requires a $5

deposit per item. 

Bonsai Events in the Bay Area 

April 2–3, 2016, Santa Cruz, CA.   

Santa Cruz Bonsai Kai 28th Annual Show at the

Museum of Art & History.  Demos by Mike Pistello

and Katsumi Kinoshita.  For more information

contact Ed Lambing at

edinbonnydoon@comcast.net.

April 30 - May 1, 2016, Palo Alto, CA

Kusamura Bonsai Club 56th Annual Show, Lucie

Stern Community Center, 1305 Middlefield Road. 

Saturday, noon-5pm and Sunday, 11am-5pm;

demonstrations at 1:30pm each day. Free

admission.  For more information, visit

www.kusamurabonsai.org.

Bonsai Events Outside the Bay Area 

April 2–3, 2016, Sacramento, CA

Bonsai Sekiyu Kai: Annual show at the Sacramento

Buddhist Church, 2401 Riverside Blvd.   Demon-

rations at 1 pm both days by Yuzo Maruyama.  For

more information contact Bonsai Sekiyu Kai at

bonsaisekiyukai@gmail.com

April 9–10, 2016, Sacramento, CA

American Bonsai Association, Sacramento: 57th

Annual Bonsai Show at the Shepard Garden and

Arts Center, 3330 McKinley Blvd. For more

information, contact Renee Seely (916) 929-2106,

breadcrust@comcast.net or visit their website

abasbonsai.org 

April 16 - 17, 2016, Fresno, CA

Kôen-nai no Bonsai (Bonsai in the Park) a

fundraiser to benefit the GSBF Clark Bonsai

Collection at the Shinzen Friendship Garden in

Woodward Park.   Demos by Kenji Miyata and

David Nguy.  For more information,visit

clarkbonsaicollection.com or contact Bob Hilvers at

bonsaiqui@comcast.net or 559-909-1051.

April 24, 2016, Watsonville, CA

Watsonville Bonsai Club: 43rd Annual Bonsai

Exhibit, Watsonville Buddhist Temple, 423 Bridge

St.  For information, contact Don White at         

831-724-9283 or whiteslib@aol.com 
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BSSF Officers and Board of Directors

President:

Eric Schrader 

415-823-7984 Treasurer:

eric@phutu.com Marge Casey 

Vice President: Secretary:

Catherine Wolf Christian Werk

Board Members-at-Large: Webmaster: 

Dan Casey        Eric Schrader

John Dale

Thom de Cant Librarian:

Cheryle Lam Kawamoto Bernard Marque

Harlan Kawamoto 

Oscar Patzan Newsletter Editor:

Brian Schindler Diana Lum

About the Club:

The Bonsai Society of San Francisco exists to encourage

the enjoyment of the art of bonsai. Whether defined

simply as a tree in a tray or taken to the heights of a

living fine art form we come together to share our joy and

curiosity for growing living trees and our enthusiasm for

keeping them healthy and beautiful.  We invite new

members who share these interests. 

BSSF General Meetings are on the 2nd Thursday of the

month at 7:15pm.  The Members Workshop is the

following Thursday (3rd Thursday of the month) at

7:00pm.  BSSF Board Meetings are held on the 4th

Monday at 7:00pm.  All meetings occur in the County

Fair Building at the corner of Ninth Avenue and

Lincoln Way.  Enter through the parking lot at Tenth Ave

and Lincoln and walk along path behind the building to

the doorway to the Recreation Room.

 

BSSF members get 10% off at Dallas Bonsai

with coupon code – BSSF SF 2015
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BSSF Guide to Spring Bonsai Care 

in the SF Bay Area                                 

Bonsai care is ultimately based on the weather and

on the health and condition of the tree.  Please

consult a qualified person before performing any

procedure that will stress the tree.  Generally, feeding

can be done on all but just repotted trees; other work

may or may not be performed depending on the

condition of the tree.  Remember that wiring,

repotting, pruning, defoliating, needle pulling, etc.

cause stress to a tree, so use discretion and allow

trees to regain strength after large amounts of work

are done.  Darker shading indicates better times or

increased activity. (This care guide is currently under-

going revision.)                 º º  º  º 
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